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A study of Certain Interests of Seventh Grade Junior 
High School Pupils of Kansas City, Mo. 
Chapter I 
Introduction. 
As a teacher in one of the junior high schools of 
Kansas City, Missouri, the writer wished to ascertain 
whether the likes and dislikes of the pupils for school 
subjects were refle.cted in their school marks, and to 
discern to what extent the mental ability of the pupils 
was reflected in these likes and dislikes. 
No material bearing directly upon this subject was 
to be found,_ therefore the writer attempted to secure 
pertinent data indirectly related to these problems.· The 
writings of such men as Thorndike and Dewey gave the wri-
ter much help and valuable suggestions. · 
Gates, following Thorndike·,. states, "The 
individual tends to repeat and learn quickly 
those reactions which are accompanied or followed 
by a satisfying state of affairs. The individual 
tends not to repeat or learn quickly those reac-
tions which are aooompanied or followed by an an-
noying state of affairs. These statements oon-
sti tute the Law of Effect.nl 
The influenc'e ot the satisfying or annoying state of 
affairs is to determine selection of subject matter. 
When the individual is annoyed by reaction, he tends to 
1. Gates, .Arthur I., Mpsycbology !.2!, Students of Educa-
tion." Pp 230. 
2 . 
. avoid it in future activity, and consequent~y does not ac-
quire the reaction. 
Thorndike, in his pioneer work on animal learning, 
was led to allot far-reaohingeffeots to satisfaction and 
annoyance. These llypothesee are contained in the follow-
ing, 
. . . 
"When a modifiable connection between·a. situa-
tion· and a response 1·s made and is accompanied or 
followed by a satisfying state of affairs, its· 
strength is increased; when made and accompanied 
or followed by an annoying state of affairs; its 
strength is·deoreased." 2 · 
There appears to be.little doubt about the validity 
and neoeesity.-of the generalization stated above; namely, 
that individuals tend t·o repeat and learn quickly those 
reaotions wbioh are accompanied or followed by satisfac-
tion; and they tend not to repeat those reactions wbioh·. 
are accompanied or followed by annoying states of affairs. · 
The effect of a.reaction thus seems to determine the amount 
of learning wb1ch taltes plac.e. • 
The Law of Eff eot may be exemplified by an example 
from Gates. Suppose.a child.is very self..;.assertiva and 
boastful and the mother after each outbreak compels him to 
sit quietly and silently for five minutes. Soon the child 
ceases being boastful and makes cautious remarks (perhaps 
because of this punishment). With no outbreaks, of course 
there is no Eunisbment and as time goes on, tbe holding 
2. Ibid.; Pp 232. . . 
• Tbese hypotheses.have been sharply criticised bf the Gestalt 
. group of psyobologists. ... ... 
3 
in of the impulse to boa.st bec·omes annoying, which steadily 
weakens·. tbe acquired reaoti_on until fi~ally the old reac-
tion breaks out again. One cure is further punishment, . 
but another method is possible also. 
"If the child.had been greatly satisfied by 
praise or some otl1er reward whenever j. t refra:tned 
from unseemly self-assertion, the more modest re-
action,. vrould have been gradually bull t up through 
exerci'se and effect '1here exercise alone might . 
have failed. Here tben is the essence of elimina-
ting undeeire~ble tendencies; start the desirable 
substitute reaction somehow, by punishment if nec-
essary, but build it .up by making it satisfying.n3 
"As e corollary to the Law of· Effect., we have 
the fact that tbe strengthening.effect of satisfy-
ingness varies with its intimacy with the bond in 
question as well as with the degree of satisfying-
ness. Suppose a teacher asks a small boy, how · 
much is 7 x 6. Suppose tbe boy does not know but · 
guesses in succession 35, 45, and 42. · Here 35 and 
45 were failures, as.the teacher and other pupils 
·.made clear, but 42 being right succeeded. Accord-
ing to this law, 35 e.nd 45 being failures brought. 
annoyance and accordingly the next time a. call 
comes for 7 x S, the response 1e because of this · 
failri.re less likely to be 35 or 45, and similarly 
because 42 was successful and brought satisfaction 
this response is next time mo:re likely to come 
than on .a former occasion. n4 . 
Although disagreement exists regarding the Law of Ef-
fect, there is general recognition of the importance of the 
interest factor ·1n teaching and learning. 
Thorndike says, "Interests are also sbown to 
be symptomatic, to a very great extent, of present 
. and future capaoi ty or ability. Either because one 
likes what he can do well, or because one gives 
zeal and effort ·to what he likes, or because inter-
est and ability are both s1m12tome of .some fundamen-
3. Ibid•; Pp234. 
4. Kilpatrick, William Heard, Source ~ !!l ib!t 
Pbilosophl gI_ Education; Pp 315. 
4 
tal feature of the individual's original nature, ·or be-
cause of the combined action of all three of these fac-
tors, interest and ability are bound very closely 
together. The bond .1s so close that either may be used 
as a symbol of the other as for itself."5 
••By good teaching, we here mean that provision of 
school experience wherein the child is wholeheartedly 
active in acquiring the ideas and skills needed to deal 
with the problems of his expanding life •••••••••••••••• 
·~·Somehow our teaching bas not attracted children 
to tbe school and its work. Too many children leave 
school as soon as the law allows. Too many pupils, 
still within the compulsory attendance age, are retarded 
one, two or more grades. Too many of the able and will-
ing of mind· are only half-engrossed with their school 
tasks ••••••••••••• • •• • . · · · 
1 Tbe pressure of poverty does not seem to be so 
great an influence on tbe elimination of pupils as that 
attitude of child and parent which doubts the worth of 
future schooling. And we find that many children whom 
we have considered backward or perverse, are merely 
bored by the unappealing tasks and formalities of school 
life ••••••••••••••••• • · 
We can have compulsory physical attendance at school, 
but education comes only through willing attention to and 
participation in school activities."6 . 
8 The genuine principle of interest is the principle 
of t~Et- recognized identity of tbe faot to be learned or 
the action proposed with the growing self; that lies in 
the direction of the agent's own growth, and is there-
fore, imperiously dema~de4, if the agent is to be himself. 
'Let this condition of identification· once be se-
sured, and we bave neither to appeal to sheeD strength 
of will, nor to ocoupy ourselves with making things in-
teresting~ 67 · 
naentiine interest is the accompaniment of the iden-
tif ioa tion, through action of the self with some object 
5. Thorndike, E •. L., Popular Science Monthly, LXXXI, Pp 456. 
6. D.ewey, John, Interest .~ Effort .!!! Education. Intro-
duction Ppv-ix. 
? • Ibid., Pp 7. 
5 
or idea, . because· Of the necessity,, Of that Obj eot 
or idea. for the maintena.noe·of aself-tnitia.ted 
activity •. Effort,; in the sense in whioll it. may be 
opposed to interest, implies a· separation between . 
the self' and the fact to be ma.etered·or.task :to 
be performed and setaup a babitualidlvision of ac-
ti vi ti.es. Externally, we bave mechanical habi:ts . 
witll no mental end or value. ·Internally, we have 
random energy or mind-wa~dering, ···a. sequence of 
ideas with no end at all, because they··. are not 
brought to a. f oous in action. .Interest• in·. tbe 
sense in which it is opposed toefiort,.means aim~ 
ply an exci tat.ion of the sense. organ· to give plea-
sure, resulting in strain on. one side ru1d 11.stless-
ness on the other. tt8 . . , .. ·. , , .· 
If the foregoing quotations be true, correlation should 
' exist between grades received.' in a. school subject and liking 
.bY t~e pupil for suoh subj eot. .This study. seeks· to ascertain 
whether this condition exists. 
In March, 1928, a questionnaire from. tbe superintendent's 
office was filled out by all high· school pupils in Kansas Oity 
. Missouri. This questionnaire sought to obtain· numerous types 
of information. The writer secured answers to the following, 
questions: 
1. What high school· subject do· you like best_· ........ ___ _ 
Vlhf. __________________ ~-------------------------
2. .What high School subject do rou like lea.st ____ _ 
.Why_·---------------------------------------------
3. ·What solid subject do rou. study most ______ _ 
4. What solid subject do you study lea.st_·-------
8. . Ibid. , Pp 14 
6 
These data ·were seoitred during home room period under 
the direction of. tbe bome·room sponsors. The pupils were 
told, before answering th~ que~~ions, that the results 
would.be·held in strictest confidence and that teachers 
were not to know what had been written. Since the home 
room sponsors did not obeck-tb~ cards· when they were handed 
in, complete returns .were not obtained for all.questions. 
As so.on as the cards were collected. by the sponsors, 
they were sent to the school Offices and then forwarded to 
the superintendent's office. 
From these thousands .of carde1 only those or seventh 
gra.de pupils were selected for this study. A total of 685 
boys and 601 girls was used in this study. This number pro-
bably presented a tairly accurate picture of the general 
status of seventh grade pupils attending the junior high 
schools of Kansas City, Missouri. Only a limited number of 
all seventh grade pupils in Kansas City, Missouri are in 
junior high schools. Tb1s questionnaire was not filled out 
by the· seventh grade pupils in elementary schools and a com-
plete selection of seventh grade pupils tberef ore was not 
secured. 
After recording the questionnaire information, the writer 
visited·each of the four junior high schools:. Central, West-
port, ?lortheast and West. Here from office records, the 
teaobers• marks and intelligence ratings of these pupils were. 
7 
secured and tabulated. 
The writer feels that the pupils of these four junior 
high schools present a fairly reliable cross section of tbe 
. seventh grade pupils of Kansas City, Missouri. Mortheast 
contains children from homea in the Mortheast and East In-
dustrial Districts. Some of the homes are prosperous and 
provide a splendid home environment for the children; 
others are poverty stricken and can do little fo~ tlleir 
children. A few foreign children are enrolled in this 
school. (By foreign children, the writer means that the. 
children or their pa.rents 111ere born in a. foreign country.) 
West contains children from tbe Cent:cal Industrial 
District. This district includes the Packing_House, The 
Stockyards, and the Railroad Industries. The pupulation is 
largely foreign. 
Central (in the Central-eastern part of the city) en-
rolls children from typical Kansas City apartment houses 
and moderately priced homes. 
Westport (farther to the soutb and West) draws children 
from the wealthy Country Club District •. Pupils in this 
school, .in many oases, come from expensive apartments or 
attractive homes. 
A study of the results from these four widely ·disparate · 
groups appears to present_ a. fairly representative ,sampling 
of pupils of the seventh grade in Kansas City, Missouri~ 
Oha.pter II 
Problems Defined• 
This study seeks: 
1. (a) To find the five subjects liked best by 1286 
seventh grade j.unior high school pupils 
a 
and to discern the five most frequ·ently re-
ported reasons for the preferences. Then 
.data will be assembled by sex. (There are 
685 boys and 601 girls). 
(b) To find the five.subjects 'iiked least by the 
same pupils and to discern the five most fre-
quently reported rea.sons for dislikes. These 
data will be assembled by sex. 
2. {a) To determine the a.verage grade made by each pupil 
in all of his junior high school subjects and 
to discern whether the grade made by each pu-
. pil 1n bis best-liked subject was superior or 
inferior to his a.verage grade. The data were 
secured for one semester only. 
(b) · To determine whether the grade made by each pu-
pil in his least-liked subjeot was superior 
or inferior to his average grade. The data 
were for one semester onlyQI These data for 
(a) and (b) will be assembled by sex • 
. 3. (a.) To determine the frequency with which the best-
. liked and the least-liked solid subject was · 
studied most or studied least. solid subject. 
means: arithmetic, history or grammar. They 
are the only subjects for which study is required 
outside of class. · 
(b) To determine the frequency with which each solid 
subject is reported as the subject studied most 
and studied least. The data for (a) and (b) 
will assembled by sex. 
4. To determine the average mental indices of the children 
in eaob group discussed in (1), (2) and (3). Mental 
ability was measured by the National Intelligence 
Test, Scale A, Form II. The pupils were given the 














The numerical ratings were assigned by the school and 
are based upon age percentile ranks of the National Intelli-
gence Test Standards. 0-9 .indicates.the lowest ten per 
cent of the e~venth grade pupils in the public schools of 
. Kansas Oi ty, Missouri·. 10-24 points the 10- · 24: percentiles 
of Kansas City, Missouri seventh grade children, ·etc. 
Chapter III 10 
Presentation of Data. --------
The data of this study are assembled in f ort~-six 
tables. These tables together with accompanying expla~a­
tions and\comments make up the material of .this chapter. 
'~" .. 
'·\ 
In Table I are listed by schools, and by the pupils 
collectively, the five best liked subjects. The five sub-
jects liked beet by all pupils are: gymnasium, arithmetic, 
. history, grammar and shop work in the order named. · .A few 
interesting items stand out. While gymnasium in tbe total 
num·ber of cases was ten per oent ahead of any other subj e~t 
in favor; »yet, in two schoo~s· arithmetic was more popular. 
Shop, which i.s taken only by boys, ·was uniformly in last 
place. It therefore appears to be a very popular type of 
work. The total number of choices of each solid·subjeC?t 
was practically the same, but considerable variation oc-
curred in arithmetic and grammar among the schools. Gram-
mar was more than twice as popular at Central as was arith-
metip; and a.t West, arithmetic was almost three times as 
po_pular as grammar.· At Westport, the three solid subjec~s 
are: grammar, history and arithmetic. 
In Table II one finds tbe best liked subjects listed· 
according to sex. Since g~rls ~o not take shop work,. six 
1
subjects aren].,isted in order to give· the five most popular 
subjects. among the girls. Ranked according to the choice 
of. the boys, the most popular subjects were: gymnasium, 
history, arithmetic, shop a.nd grammar~ Gymnasium was ten 
per cent more popular·- than was history. Shop and arithmetic 
followed history rather closely; but grammar was although 
1.1 
fifth in pnpularity rank, very much less popular than the 
other subjects. .The choice of the girls ranked in o:rder 
were: grammar,.aritbmetic, gymnasium, history, and mueic. 
Grammar held f 1rst place by a considerable margin. Gymnas-
1 um, which was very popular witb t~e boys, dropped to third 
. place with the girls. History was fourth on tbe girls' 
list. Music had la.st place on both lists and apparently was 








The Fivo Subjo~ta Liked Best byl034 Kansas City.Children 
· (Data are assembled. by schools) 
Central 
,cases ranl~ % 
92 l 27.0 
44 4 12.9' 
77 3 22.9. 
91 2 25.8' 




cases rai11{ fo canes re..nlt g 
109 l 32~5 47 2 26.8 
62 3 18.6' 52 1 30.0· 
62 3 18.6 33 3 18.8' 
(39 ..... 3 18 .• 6' 28. 4 l.G.o· 
39 5 11.7• 15 5 8.4~· 
334 175 
TABLE II 
The SiJt · Subjects. Lilted Best 
(tiata are assembled by s~.m:) 
GIRLS 
West 
ca see rank $ 
53 2 28' •• 9 ... 
55 l 29.9· 
38 3 20.6' 
19 4.5 10.3 
19 4.-5 l0.3' 
.184 
Total· 
cases rank ~ 
301 1 29.l 
213 2 20.G. 
210 3 20.3 
200 4 19.3 
110 5 10.7 
1034 
TOTAL 
cases ranlc ~ -- ' oases rank % ca.sos ral"\J~ % 
. ~· 
Gym 197 l 104 22.l· 301 l 27.0 30.7 3 
Ari th 102 4 16.0 lll 2 23.G ·213 ·2 19.1 
Hist 135 2 21.l 75 4 16.0 210 3 18.9 
Gram 57 5 8.9 143 l 30.0 200 4 18.0 
Shop 120 3 18.7 0 120 5· 10.8 
Music 30 6 4. () 39 5 8.3 69 G 6.2 
Total 641 472 1113 
13 
.In Table III one finds the five reasons wbich appea.r 
most freqently for the liking of a subject. They are listed 
by schools. Almost all of the reasons given could be grouped 
under five heads although some individual pupils stated them 
in different words. · The reason, "I like it", was given most 
. frequently in each school, and in the total number of cases 
was given more than fifty per cent of the time. Central and 
( 
Westport f oblowed exa.otly the same odtder as did. the total; 
and since they had about two-thirds of all the cases, they 
influenced greatly the total. Northeast placed usefulness 
second and success fonrth. At West, in all except seven 
cases the pupils reported vrhy they liked a subject •. 
,, . ' 
I like it 
I can auo-
TABLE III 
Tho Five Reasons Given Most Frequently for 
Subject Pref eronee 
-· (Data ere assembled by aclloola) 
\VEST . TOTAL CENTRAL 
cases ranlt % 
WESTPOR.T 
cases :re.nlt 5& 
NORTHEAST 
cases re.nlt ~ cases ranl-: % cases ranlt ;t 
212. l 53.4 238- 1 59.3 98 l 48.G as l 37.7 636 l 51.5 
coed in it 59 2 14.9 G2 2 15.5 22 4 10.9 64 2 27.5 207 ·2 16.8 
It ia uoe-
·tul 56 3 14.1 41 3 10.2 36 2 17.8 :54 3 23.2 187 3 15.l 
I don't . .j 
1~1.0\7 4.-0 4 10.e 34 4 8.5 33 5 16.3 7 5 3.0 114 4 9.3 
I liko·the 
teacher 30 5 7.6 26. 5 6.5 13 5 6.4 20 4 8.G 89 5 r/ .3 
total 397 401 202 233 1233 
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In Ta~le IV one finds interesting differences between 
the sexes. Boys rated usefulness ahead of. success in the 
subject, wbile girls by a decided vote, reversed that order. 
Boys placed likir1g for the teacher in fifth place, while 
girls put a liking·for tbe teacher ahead of not knowing wby 
they like a subject. Boys gave "I like 1t" .in almost half 
of the cases as 'the reaaon·for liking a subject and girls 
gave it in more than half of the cases. 
On the questionnaire a. spaoe was provided in which the 
child was asked to write out why he liked his favorite sub-
ject, and another blanl~ was provided for writing the reason 
for bis dislike of the least-liked subject. No euggestiv~ 
list of reasons was provided f~om which he might select. 
Many children simply wrote in. "I like ittt or"I don't like 
it" which for the writer•s_purpose are not accurate reasons. 
These responses indicate that the pupil either did not·know 
.or that he did not reflect long enough regarding his reason. 
Anotber possiblity 'is this. Children talk about liking and 
• 
disliking teacher and of liking or disli.king subjects be-
cause of the teacher. 'However comparatively few children 
gave their attitude toward the teacher as the reason for lik-
ing or disliking subjects. Perhaps children feared to put 
the rea~ reasons into writing, especially as in many oases, 
the teacher who collected their cards, was one of their 
teachers. 
·1 like· it 
-I can sucoeod 
in 1-t 
It is useful 
I don•t ltnow 




The Five Reasoris Given 1Jost Frequently for 
Subject Preference 
(Pate. are e.ssembledby sex) 
BOYS 
oases ranlt ~ 
321 l 48.6 
116 s 17.-6 
125·· 2 10.0 
66 4 10.0 
32 5 4.8 
660 
GIRLS 
cases ranlt ,g 
315 l 55.0 
91 2 15.8-
62 3 10.8-
48 5 8.4 -
573 
, TOTAL _ _ 
oases rank:_~ 
- .. 63G . - l ·. 51.5 
207 2 
. -187 : 3 




89 . 5 .. 7 .3 ' 
1233 
1'1 
The group of subjects which are least liked by the 
pupils are next studied. 
In Table V the five least popular subjects are listed 
by schools. They are: history. grammar, arithmetic, art 
and music. Almost .one-third of all pupils gave history 
as their lea.st liked subject. In Northeast, grammar was 
however almost thirteen per cent .more unpopular than was 
history, and in Central arithmetic was least liked. Eighty-
three per cent of tbe total number of cases gave one of;~:jthe 
following solid subjects, arithmetic, history or grammar as 
the least-liked subject. Students at West disliked art 
more than they did arithmetic. 
From Table VI several diff erenoes are oonspiouous in 
the responses of the boys and girls. The following were 
the disliked subjects· among the boys: grammar, history, 
arithmetic, art and music. With the girls. this order was 
found: history, arithmetic, grammar, art, and music. The 
girls disliked history the most in 40 per cent of the cases, 
while in 36 per cent the oases, the boys gave grammar as 
their most disliked subject. With the boys, history and 
arithmetic were about equally disliked. Only 16 per cent 
of the girls gave- grammar as their most disliked subject. 
'The three solid subjects, arithmetic, history, and gram-
mar, a.re in both the lists of best-liked subjects and of 
least-liked subjects but they appear with a considerably 
larger vote as disliked subjects than.as best-liked subjaots. 
18 
Sex differences are not so pronounced as would ap-
pear at first; the same list of five subjects are the 
• five least-liked subjects among the boys and among the 
girls. If we exclude shop (which is not studied by girls), 
boys and girls have the same list of best-liked subjects. 
TABLE V 
Tllo Five Subjects Lilted Least by 1049 Kansas City Children 
(Data are assembled by ·schoo~s) 
CENTRAL WESTPORT - NOR'IHEAST c ~ YJEST - TOTAL 
ca.sos ranlt ~ co.sea rank r:· eases ranlt ,g es.sea .. re.nk .~ cases rank 1! 
Hi at 90 
Gram 69 
Ari th 108 
Art 28 
Muaio 21 
. To"'tai 316 
History· 
Grammar· 
Arithmetic Art . 
liusie 
2 28.G 121 l .37.3' 51· 2 27.2 58 l 2G.4 320 
3 21.9 85 ·2 26.2 7G l '40.G 55 2 25.0 285 




18 5 5.5 16 4 8.2 
18' 4 5.5 8 5 4.0 
-325 188 
TABLE VI . 
The F'i ve Subjects. Lilted Least, 
(Data are assembled by sex) 
50 3 22.8, 11-2 
l~ 5 "8.8 66 
220 . 1049 
BOYS GIRLS- . · · · ; TOTAL 
ceaes rank 7' . cases ran.It ~ . eaaea ra11k $ 
129 2 22.5 191 l 40.2 320 l 30.5 
209 l 36.4 76 3 16.0 285 2 27.2, 
127 3 22.l 139 2 29.2 266 3 25.·4 
G3 4 ll.O ~9 4 l0.3 11·2 4 10.6 
4G 5 8.0 20 5 4.3 66 5 G.3 
574 4tl~ 1049 
l 30.5 





In Table VII the reasons for these dislikes of sub-
j eots are presented by schools. There is marked agreement 
in the four schools. In every case the order of ranking 
is the same except for Northeast where "I don't know" was 
given more frequently than was •11 don't like itn. The per-
centages are quite uniform among the schools except in the 
case of West; here about 57 per cent of the oases gave "I 
oa.n't suooeed" as the cause for dislike of a subject. Dis-
like for the teacher however played a small part in the 
dislike for a subject. 
In Table VIII complete uniformity of ranking was found 
.between tbe sexes. They disliked subjects for the same 
reasons and in approx~mately the same degree since the per-
. oentages were strikingly similar. 
It will be noted that the reasons for liking a subject 
and the reasons for disliking a subject were similar. Tbe 
writer found "I like it" as the most common reason for lik-
I 
ing a subject. He found its opposite nI.don•t like it"·a-
mong the reasons for not liking a subject although in second 
place. It was disappointing to find so many pupils giving 
these indefinite statements. About 52 per cent gave tbeform-
er statement and almost 32 percent gave the latter. Over 
nine per cent gave n1 don't know" as the reason for liking 
a subject and 19 per cent gave it as the reason for not 
liking a subject. Since the statements "I don•t like 11 8 
21 
·and "I like it" probably mean . 111 don• t kno\vn, tbe gen.-
· eral ranking of tbe statement "I don't know" in reality 
was increased in all of the tables dealing with these 
reasons. 
Apparently junior high school seventh grade pupils 
have strong subject likes and dislikes w1 tbout conscious 
reasons for them. 
I can%t·aucceed 
in it 
I don' t lilte 1 t 
I don•t know 
.·I don •t· lilte the 
teacher 
. It is not useful 
·Total 
TABLE ·vII 
The Five Reasons Givan Most Frequently for the 
Dislilte of a Subject · 
(Data are assembled by schools) 
CENTRAL WESTPORT lJORTHEAST WEST 
cases ranlc 1l cases renlt ~ ca sos ra11lt fa case a ranlt " 
128 l 37.7 140 l . 37.5 G3 l 32.G 119 l 56.9 
119 ·2 35.0 131 ·2 35.2 48 3. 2s;s 58 2 27.8· 
G4 3 . 18.8 82 3 22.0 53 2 . 27.G · 14 3 6.6 
19 4 5.S 20 4 5.3 27 4 14.0 10.04 -4~8 
10 5 2.9· . 0 6 0 4· 5 2.0. 8 5 3.9 
340 373. 193 209 
WTAL 
eases ranlt 1'. 
450 l 40.4 
354 2 31\8 
213 a .19.1 
7G 4 6.8 
22 ;5 l.9 
1115 
TABLE VIII 
The Fiva Reasons Givan tlost Frequently for the 
Dislike of a Subject 
(Data are assembled by sex) 
BOYS GIRLS 
co.sea ranl~ ~6 ca.a ea ra11l: ~ 
I can't .st1eceed in 1 t, 242 l 41.2 
I 
208 l ·. 39.5 
I don•t lilto it 176 .2 30.0 178 2 .3!3.7 
I'don•t 1:~10\7 112 3 19 .e 101 3 19.2 
I don't lilw the tone her 45 4 '7. G Sl ·4 5.9 
It ia not uoaful 13 5 2.2 9 5 1.7· 
Total 588 527. 
TOTAL 
oases re.nlt 1' 
4'So l no;4 
354 2 ·.31.8 
215 ,3 19.l 
7o 4 G.8 
22 5 .. 1.9 
1115 
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··The writer be~ieved .:that he 'vmuld flnd a .. pupil reoeivi~g 
a higher grade in his be.st-liked si1bjeot than his average grade. 
Lil~ewise, .he expected t~ find lower th~in tiverage grades received 
for least-lil;:ed subjects. 
Table. IX presents data.: abou~ grades received in best-liked 
subjects. These cis.te. show that·58.G .per 0,ent of' ~he boys and 
Gl -per cent of the girls ·recE'dved grades in their best-l11~ed 
subjects \7hich v;er~ above their, .average· grad.es. . Tvmnty~£our · 
and siX··tenths per cent of the boya. and' 21.5 per cent of the 
. girls received grades in their :best-lil~ed s~bjects \rrhich were 
the same as their average grades. Therefore 83. 2 per·· cent of 
.·the boys and 82.5 per cent ··o:r ~lie girls had· average grades or 
b~tter than average grades in their best-liked subj.ecta. 
Table X. presents similar data for the ieast>-lilted subjects. 
Almost 65 per cent of the boys and over .69 per cent of the girls 
received grades in t11eir least-lil\:ed subject that were below 
' ' ' 
their ~verage grades. Only about twelye per cent of the boys 
a.nd'eleven per cent of the girls received grades, above their 
average. 
It seems· therefore to he apparent that lilting for a S1..1bject 
is one potent factor in determining the grade received. Thora . 
are of course numerous ~ther reasons for the distribution ot 
grades. ·The. conspicuously hi~h graded received in best-lil~ed. 
subjects .·and the strikingly lo\v ones received in l:east-lilted ones 
25 
tend ·to support the hypothesis stated in the Law of Effect. 
Li1cing for a subject apparently has a saluto..ry effect. upon 
the grade; dislik:e an undesirable effect. This oondi tion 
exists in spite of the fact that the pupils can give no pre-









A Comparison of the Teachers• £.!arl~s, Received by Pupils, 
in Their Bost Liked Subjects r;i th Tlietr: .. Average Grade 
·(Data are assembled by sex) 
BOYS 
·oases rank 7' 
GIRLS 
CO.SGS ra11lt ;: 
times grade is 
times grade is 
timos gr ado ia 
above pupil's average 
bGl0\7 pupil's average 




59.5 355 l 
15.9· 102 3 




Total 645 582 
TOTAL 















A comparison o'f the Toaehcrs • Marlta, Rooo! ved by Pupils, 
in Their Least Liked Subjects with their Average Grades 
(Data are assembled by sex) 
. BOYS ·GIRLS 
cases ranlt fo' cases ranlt·~ 
~ times grade is above pupil•a avero.ge 74 3 12.2 60 5 10.7 
times grade is below pupil 1 a average 392 l 64.8 389 l 69.l 
times a gr ado is same as pupil' e.ve. 139 2 23.0 114 2 20.2 
Total· 605 563 
TOTAL 
cases ran.le:.~ 
l34 3 11~5 
. 781 l 66.9-
263 g 21.G 
1168 
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The writer anticipated that the best-liked solid sub-
ject would be studied most and the least-liked solid sula-
j ect .studied least. No attention could be direct~d to best 
liked non-solid subjects or least-liked non-solid subjects, 
as euch subjects are not studied outside' of the classroom. 
There· are a·nly tl1ree solid subjects studied by seventh grade 
pupils. Examples of non-solid subjects are: gymn~sium, · 
music and art. 
Table XI and Table XII show clearly that the children 
tended to study most the subject liked best and to study 
least the subject liked least. About 70 per cent of .the 
boys studied most. their best-liked solid subject, while a.bout 
65 per cent of tbe girls did the'same. About 63 per cent of 
the boys and about 65 per cent of the girls studied least 
their least-liked subject. 
The foregoing lends support to Dewey's idea of tbe in-
terest factor. Apparentiy interest determines the direction 
of our effort and the.choice of leisure activity. Interest 
is (as bas been stated previously) an elusive element. It 
appears to be a factor of considerable importance in deter-
mining the grades made in subjects and the time spent in 
study. 
TABLE XI 
A Comparison of the Frequency vii th which the Bast Lil~ed Solid. Subject 
is.Studied Most or Studied Least of all the Solid Subjects. - · 
(Data are assembled by sex) 
Best Liked Sol:.id Subject is · 
Stud1ed-t1ost 




cases ranlc ~ 
150 l 70.l 
' 64 2' 29.9 ' 
214 
·TABLE Xll · · 
GIRLS 
ca.sos ranlc 7' 
150 l 65.2. 
'80 . g 34.8 
TOT.AL 
cases. rank~-
300. .1 67.~·4 
144 2 32.G 
444 
A Comparison of the Frequency vii th which the Least Liked Solid Subject 
is Studied !Jo~t or Studied Least of all the Solid Subjeota 
(Data ~re. assembled by sex) 
I:lOYS 
qe.oos _ ra.11k -~ 
Least Liked Solid Subject is S 
· . Studied ?11ost 106 2 . 37 .l 
Lea.at Liked Solid Subject 1s 




84 2 34.4 
160 l 65.ll 
·244 
TOTAL · · 
'd eases i!anlt /'3 
' . 190 2. 36 .9 
340 l G4.l. 
530 
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·Table XIII presents the data, by schools, as to 
which solid subjeot was studied most. Arithmetic was 
studied most at Northeast and West, while grammar was 
first·at Central and Westport. History held second place 
at Central, Nortbeast·and West with arithmetic in second· 
place at Westport. 
In examining the total figures one discovers that 
time was devoted to subjects according to the following 
order: aritbmetio.,grammar and history •. No large dif-
ferenoee are to be noted in the percentages although 
conspicuous ones existed in individual schools, notably 
Northeast and West. 
From the comments written by pupils on the question~ 
naires, dislike of teachers was an important cause of tbe 
above diffe~ences a~ong the four schools. 
In Table XIV data are presented according to sex • 
. Both boys and girls studied arithmetic the most and his-
tory. the least. Grammar in middle place bad almost ex-
actly the same percentages with both bo.ys end girls. All 
seventh grade pupils ere required to enroll for these 
three solid subjects. 
. CEiiTRAL 
case rank t1f /0 
Arithmetic96 3 24.0 
Grammmar 15G l 39.0 
History 148 2 '5,7 .o 
Total .400 
TABLE XIII 
A Comparison Amona tho Solid Subjects 
Showing tho Fr6quoncy with which 
Each is tho !;,ciost Studied Subject 
(Data are assembled by.schools) . 
V1'ESTPORT . N011.TllEAST WEST 
case rank)~ cases ranlt 7' cases ran!<: ~ 
·131 2 52.3 128 l 59.6 l37·. l ,61.2· 
180 m 44.3 40 3 l8~G 26 3 11~6 
95 3 23.4 47 2 21~8 Gl 2 .27.2 
406 215 224 
TOTAL 
ce .. ses ranlt ". 
492 l 39.5 
402 2 32~3 
551 3 28ti2 
1245 
TABLE XIV 
A Comparison Amona t~o Solid Subjects 
Shor:ing the Frequency with \7hich Each is tho Most Studied Subject. 
(Data aro assembled by se:>~) 
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL 
CASES RiiNK~ CASES RANK 7& CASES RANK fo 
Arithmetic 280 l 42.l 212 l 3G.5· 492 l 39.5 
Grammar 213 2 32.0 189 2 32.G 402 2 52.5 
History 172 3 25.9 179 3 30.9 351 3 28.2 
Total 665 680 1245 
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In Table XI the three solid subjects a·re. compared. 
as to wbich is the least studied subject. The data are 
assembled by schools. .Ari thmetio was studied least at . 
Central, history at Westport and Northeast, and grammar 
least at West •. Fifty-four per cent ,of the pupils, at 
West gave grammar as the~r least studied solid subject. 
A much smaller percentage gave it as least studied at 
the other schools; as few as 21 per cent at V/estport. 
The total, of all the schools, gave this order: history, 
grammar and arithmetic. · 
\7r1 tten assignments are most common in arithmetic 
and least common in history. Therefore, one might ex~ 
pect the above order; since many students do only tbe 
minimum amount of work that will enable them to receive 
passing grades. 
In Table XVI the data a.re presented by sex. Tbe or-
der of frequency was the same for boys and girls: . history, 
grammar and arithmetic. The percentages assembled by sex 
were very similar. 
Little conclusiiV'e:; speculation can follow from the 
data given above. One fact of importance is apparent. 
Time devoted to study and liking for the teacher are pos-
itively related. 
The three solid subjects are studied by all seventh 
grade pupils. Therefore one might expect to· find many 
pupils ·studying them under compulsion and a minimum amount 
of work might be done in these subjects. 
Table xV 
A Comparison Among the S~lid subJects 
Showing the Frequency.with which Each is the Least Studied Subject 
(Data are assembled by schools) 
CENTRAL WESTPORT NORTHEAST. WEST TOTAL . . 14 cases ran :tr'o cases ranlt ~ cases ranlt ~ cases ranlc ~ cases rank ~ 
Hist 121 2 S4.0 165 l ~8.8 90 l 51.0 Gl 2 30.7· 457 l 40.9 
Gram 98 3 27.5 71 3 21.0 66 2 37.G 109 l 54.8 344 2 32.l 
Ari th 137 l 38.5 102 2 30.2· 20 3 11.4 29 3 14.5. 288. 3 27.0 
Total 356 338 l7G 199 1069 
TABLE. XVI 
A Comparison Among the Solid Subjects 
Shor;ing the Freque:ncy with which Each is tho Least Studied Subject 






co.sea rc.Y.Jt ~ 
24G l 42.2 
189 2 32.4 
148 3 25.4 
583 
GIRLS 
cases l4f;.nl~ -~ eases 
191 l 39.3 437 
155 2 31.9. 344 








In Tables XVII, XVIII and XIX data are presented 
to indicate the best-liked subjects, .according to in-
telligence grouping. 
In Table XVII the likes of the boys are presented. 
Here one. found this order in pnpularity! ·gymnasium, 
hist.cry, shop, arithmetic, and grammar. Tbe order of 
subject.a was praatioally undhanged for each intelligence 
level. In the group of lowest intelligence, art ranked 
in fourth place. Grammar held f iftb place in each of the 
four highest ·intell~ganoe groups and occupied sixth place 
with the least intelligent group. Shop work.which is 
usually thought of ae a favorite with boys ·of rather low 
intelligence, ranked tbird with the most intelligent 
group, fourth with the seoond, second with the middle 
group, third with the fourth group and also third with 
the lowest group. These de.ta did not indicate such favori-
tism. 
It appears, therefore, that intelligence as measured 
by the National Intelligence Tests has little bearing upon 
the popu.lar1 ty of a subject. Other factors appear to be 
of much greeter importance. Among these factors is li~ing 
for the teacher. 
In Table XVII! are presented similar data for girls. 
The six best liked subjects in order were: grammar. arith~· 
. , 
metic, gymnasium, history, music, and art. Art which 
ranked sixth in the oomposi te ranking, ranked third in 'the 
most intelligent group.. Theee VJas 11 ttle change in the order 
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of subjects in any intelligence group except with the 
most intelligent group where arithmetic dropped to sixth 
instead of second or 'third, and history rose to second 
place from its customary fourth place. Grammar, history 
and art were the best liked subjects with the most intel-
ligent girls. The dullest group also showed considerable 
variation from the composite ranking. Here gymn~sium was 
in first place, grammar dropped from its customary first 
place a.nd music ranked above htstory. 
From these data it appears that arithmetic bad a 
lower degre~ of popularity with the most intelligent quar-. 
t~le of tbe girls th~ with all of the others. Grammar 
had considerably less interest to the lowest ten per cent 
of the girls and gymnasium with them bad first place. 
History, an abstract subject, grew steadily less popular 
as intelligence decreased. 
In Table XIX one finds the fankings for both boys and 
girls combined. The order of pupularity was: gymnasium, 
arithmetic, history, grammar and shop. Arithmetic, history, 
and grammar vary little in popularity because differences 
between boys and girls as shown in Tables XVII and XVIII' 
tended to balance one another. There was endless va.:t.i·ety, 
as for example: arithmetic held fifth place with the most 
intelligent group, third place with the second group, seoend 
place with the middle group, first place w~th the fourth 
group, and with tbe lowest 'group again dropped to third place. 
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When the children were assembled into five groups,. 
according to intelligence, little difference was fowid 
in the popularity of tbe three solid subjects with the 
expeption of grammar in the lowest group. Here it ranked 
much below arithmetic and history~ This is of importance 
for Dewey and others assert that a close relationship 
exists between language! knowledge, and thinking. It is 
possible, therefore, t11at the language arts have not been 
developed suffici.ently to provide the students t'li th ade-
quate tools for thinking. A more salutary attitude 
toward the instruction in g~ammar might bring.more de-










The Seven Best Lil(ed Sttbjects 








percentiles · peroer1tilea 
Total 
cases ranlt ~ eases ra11lc ;;! · oases· ranlc ~ eases rank ~r cases· rank 7G ca.sos ranlt 7' 
27 l 31.0 ·45 l 33.8 92 l 27.7 15 1.5 2s.o 18 l 34~5 197 l 29·~7 
ro 2 23.0 31 2 23.3 57 4 17 .l- 15 l.5 25.0 12 2 23.l ·135' e 20Z 
18 3 20.7 17 4 12.8 66 .2 19~G· 12 3 20.0 8 3 15.4 120 3 18.l 
8 4 9~2 25 3 17~3 58 3 17.4 9 ·4 15 .• 0 4 & 7~7 102 4 15~4 
6 5 6;8 12 5 9.0 Sl 5 9;4 5 5 8 'r'l' 3 G 5~8 57 5- 8~6 .o 
3 7· 3.5 - 4 G 3.0 18 G 5.6 3 6 5.0 ·2 7 3.8" 30 6 4.5 
5 G -5.8 l _7 .8 ll 7 3.o l 7 1.7 5 4 9.G 23 7 3.(4 
87 133 332 60 52 6G4 
TPl3LE XVIII 
The Si~: Dest Lil~od Subjects 
Accordina to Intelligence Grouping 
(Girls) · 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 total 
percentiles percentiloo percentiles percentiles percentiles 
( cases rc.nl~· /~ ca.see rc.nl: ~ co.sen rerJ: d ce.scs rc.nk·:t cases rank ~ cases rank /;:J . p • '-ew 
Gram 2l: l· 32.3 30 l 27.8 68 l. 27.9 18 1 32.7 6: 3 lG.2 143 l 28.2:' 
Ari th 6 6 9.2 ·2s- 3· 20.3 '57 2 23.5 ·1G 2 29.l 10 2 27.0 . ·.lll 2 21.9 ( 
Gym ·a 4 12.:3 26 2 24.1· ·51 3 21.0 8 3 14.5 11 l .29.7. . '104 3 20.4' 
. Hist 13 2. 20.0 . '19 a 17.6 34 4 14.0 5 4.5 9.l 4 5 10.8 75 ,4 14.7' 
·MusiQ 7 5 10.8 5 G 4.6 17· 5 7.0 ; 5 4•·5 .. 9.l 5 4· 13.5 ' 39· '5· 7 .7' 
.Art 10 3 15.4 ; 6 5 5.G ·1G 6 6.G l 3 G .5.5 1 G 2.8 SG G '. 7 .l' 
Total 65 .• 108 243 55 37 508 
TABLE XIX 
The Five Best L_ilted· Si:tbjects 








percentile ·. percentiles 
oases rank~·casea ra11kq;fu 
35 l 27.5 71 l . ·31.5 
14 5 .'ll.O 45. 3 :20.0 
33 2 . 26~0 50 2. 9,r.:I ·. ~ ."'G•¢. 
27 3 21.3 42 4 l8.7 




90.ses rank: 5' 
. 143 1 ·28.0 
115 2 ·22~4 
9l 4 17.7 
99 3 19.5. 




cases ra11lt ·% 
23 2.5. £2.3 
25 l 24~3 
--20 4 19.4 
23 2.5 22.3 




eases rank % cases ranlt )( 
29 l 38.2 301 1 28.8 
14 '3 18 .. 4 213 2 ·20~4 
lG 2 21.0 210 3 '20·.1 
9 4 11~9 ·20011 4 . 19.2 
a· 5 .. 10·.5 120 5 . 11.5 
75 1044 
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.Tablt;s ~X, XXI, and XXll deal with the reas<.ms for 
.liking a subject, and· with the pupils grouped according 
to intelligence. 
Table XX shows tbe following reasons among the boys 
for liking subjects.: 1. I like it, 2. It is useful, 
3. I can succeed in it, 4. I don•t know, 5. I like the 
teacher. In every intelligence group, one finds a decided 
drop in per cent of choice from item'l to item 2. One finds 
.however a much smaller per cent who gave ·ttuaefulness" in tbe 
fourth group, than in the other groups. 1 Success" outranked 
"usefulness" both in the highest and in the lowest groups. 
In Table XXI similar data for girls show this order in 
frequency: 1. I like it, a. I can succeed in it, 3. · It 
is useful, 4. I like the teacher, 5. I don• t know. • It. is 
of interest that girls place "I don•t know" in last.position. 
Tbe per cent of pupils giving item 5 increases as intelli-
gence decreases. The upper quartile in intelligence gave 
tbe indefinite statement, "I like it", more often ~ban did 
the lowest quartile. Liking the teacher is relatively im-
. portant with each intelligence group and much more so with 
the boys • 
. Data concerning the sexes combined appears in Table XXII. 
The order of frequency of the reasons for the entire group 
, follows:· 1. · I like 1 t, a. I can succeed in 1 t, 3• It is 
useful,. 4. I don• t know, 5.. I like the teacher.-· T.his is 
unlike the order as shown by ei tber the· boys or girls.,. 
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treated separately. The indefinite statement "I like.it., 
or its equivalent is given in a majority of the cases. 
Tbe more intelligent students a.re the worst off enders in the 
use of this reason for liking a subject. 
From the data given above there appears to be little 
relationship between iritelligenoe and 'liking for a subject 
' ' ' 
a.s expressed in the responses of the pupils: Tbis is con-
trary to popular opinion and to certain studies •. This con-
dition may beve been due to the nature of ~he questionnaire •. 
It is assumed often that bright pupils are better able to 
discover the· :reasons for their atti tud.es. 
'l"able XX 
The Five Reasons Given Most Frequently 
for Liking.a Subject . 
According to Intelligence Grouping (Boys) 
90-100 75-29 25-74 · 10-24 0-9 Total 
;percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases rank ~ cases rank 5& cases rank fo. cases rank ~ eases rank ~ cases rank ~ 
I like it 48 1 55.2 67 l 50.7 156 1 47.5 23 1 z,.-:.38.3 27 1 ;3~:.50l.O 321 1 48.G 
It is 
useful 14 3 lG.l 23 2 17.4 69 2 21.0 13 2.5 21.7 6 3~5 ll .3 125 ·2 l9tO 
I can sue-
ceed in itl8 2 20.7 21 3 15.9 50 3 15.5 13 2.5 21.7 14 2 26.4 116 3 17.6 
I don't 
lmow 6 4 6.9 13 4 10.0 33 4 10.0 8 4 13.3 G 3.5 11.3 66 4 10.0 
I like the 
teacher 1 5 1.1 ·. 8 5 6.0 20 5 6.0 3 5 5.0 0 5 0 32 5 4.8 
Total 87 132 328 GO 53 GOO 
I lil<:e it 
I can· sue-
Table XXI 
The Five Reasons Given Most Frequently 
for Liking a Subject 
According to Intelligence Grouping (Girls) 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
eases rank 1o cases rank 1o cases ranl{ fo cases ranlc 1o cases rank fo cases ranl~ 
. ~--
45 l 60.0 .so l 65.0 135 1 49.6 32 l 53.3 23 1 53.4 315 1·55.o 
.. 
ceed in it 132·17.3 15 2.5 12.2 51 2 18.8 . 8 2.5 13.3 4 4 9.3 . 91 2 15.8 
It is 
useful G 4 8.0 15 ·2.5 12.2 27 5 10.0 7 ·4 . 11.7 · 7 ·2 lG.3 62 3·10.8 
I like .the 
teacher 8 3 10.7 8 4 o.5 30· 3 ll.O 8 2.5 13.3 3 5 7 .• o 57 4 lO.O 
I don• t. 
lmow 3 5 4.0 5 5 4.1 29 4 10.G 5 5 8.4 ' 6 3 14.0 48 5. 8.4 
. 'l'ota.l 75 123 272 GO 43 573 
I lil-£e· it 
I can sue..: 
ceed in it 
It is 
useful 
. I don't 
knov1: · 
Table XXII 
The Five Reasons Given Most.Frequently 
' .. ~ 
tor Lilting. a Subject, ·· · 
According to Intelligence Gro~ping (all_pupils) 
90-100. 75•89 · · 25-74.. 10-24 . · o'-9 Total · 
percentiles. percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles· 












147 l 57.2 292 l 48.9 55 l 45.0 





51.5 636.l 51.5 
-
18.9 '407 2 16.8 
' 13.7 187 3 15.2 
12.6 114 4 9.3 
I liketthe · 
38 2.5 14.8 96 3 16.0 20 3 16.4 
18 4 7.0 62 4 10.4 13 4 10.G 
16.5 6.2 50 5 8.4 ll 5 9.0 
' 
teacher. 9 4.5 .5.6 5 5 ~~~) 3.2 89 5 7.2 
Total 162 257 597 122 95 1233 
In Table XXIII.one finds the. data concerning the five 
most disliked subject~· among the boys' ranked according to 
intelligence ratings. They had this order for the entire 
group:' grammar, .hist.ory, arithmetic. art,.· and music. One 
is struck by the similarity·in per. cents of history and 
arithmetic in all groups, except the fourth \7here ~rithmetio 
was much more unpopular. · Art was much more unpopular with 
the second group than with the otller four groups. In each 
group and in the composite ranking grammar vras much more 
unpopular· than was eny other subject but with varying per 
cente. ·There was only ten per cent of differenoe between 
Grammar and the next subject in the most intelligent group 
and only e:fghtJ; per cent in the gr~at middle group. Bowever 
the second group had a high percentage of unpopularity for 
. grammar and about twenty-five per cent of difference between . / 
it and the next subject. 
According to Table .XXIV the girls bad this order for un-
popularity of subjects.: history, ·arithmetic, grammar, art and 
music. The most intelligent group differed cons1derablJ frol.!1. 
this composite result •. with this group, arithmetic was the 
least-liked subjeot; history was next; art and grammar were 
. in thtrd place. No girl in the least intelligent group gave 
art or music as the least-li.ked subject. One definite tr~nd 
was shown in this table; . history was .more and more disliked'. 
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as the intelligence drops. While 23. 8 per cent dislike 1t. · 
in the highest group, the per cent increases as follows: 
30.4,'43.5, 49.2. 
In Table XXV the data from the two preceding tables 
are combined. For the entire group tbe order of least 
liked aubjeots are as follows: history, grammar, arithmetic, 
art~ and music. This same order was followed by the two 
groups, lowest in intelligence. Arithmetic rose to first 
place.with the highest ten per cent, but with the next fif-
teen per cent arithmetic held its third place and then rose 
to second place with ·the middle fifty per cent. Grammar ·rose· 
to first place with the second· group and dropped to third 
place VJi·th the middle group and was in second place with the 
best group and with the two lowest groups. 
Drill subjects appear to be liked better by pupils of low 








The Five Least Liked Subjects 
According ·to Intelligence Grouping (Boys) 
90•100 · 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles pencentilea percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases rank $' cases rank ~ cases rank fa cases ranlt $ cases rank 7' cases ranl!$'. 
21 1· 34.4 44 l 41·.l 97 l 33.6 25 l 41.8 20 1 41.7 209 l 36.4 
.. 18 2.5 24.0 18- 2.5 16~8 74 2 25.G . 8 3 14.6- 11 2~5 22.9 129 2 22.5 
18 2.5 24.0 16 4 15.o 69 3 23.8. 13 2 23.G 11 2.5 22.9 127 3 22.1 
7 4.5 9.3 18 2.5 lG.8 28 4 9. rr & 5 9 •. 1 5 4 10.4 Go 4 11 •. 0 
7 4.5 9.3 11 5 10.3 21 5 7.3 6 4 10.8 l 5 ·2.1 46 5 s.·o 











The Five Least Liked Subjects 
·According to Intellige!lce·Groupine (Girls) 
90-100 75-89 . 25-74 . 10-24 . . . . .. 0.-9 · . · .Total ... , 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentile.a . percen1;,iles 
cases ranlt ~ cases re.nl;: % ceses ranl~ fo cases ranlc % case~ rartl~ % cases ro.nlc ~ 
14 2~0 23~8- 27 1 30~4 100 l 43~5 29 l 49.2 21 i.n::~se.2 191 l 40.2 
21. 1 35~6 25 2 28~1 68 2 29~G 15 2 25.4 10 2.··' 26~3 139 2 29~2 
10 3~5 16.9 15 4 16.9 '34 3 14.8 10 3 16.9 7 3 18.5 76 3 16.0 
10 3.5 16.9 17 3 18.9 .18 .4 7.8. 4 4 6.8 ' .0 4.5 o.o 49 4 10.3 
4 5 6.8 5 5 5.7 10 5 4.3 l 5 1.7 0 4.5 Q.,Q, 20 5 4.3 








The Five Least Liked Subjects, 
According to Intelligence ·'Grouping (All pupils) 
90..:.100 75..:.a9 .. 25-74 · 10-24 0~9 Total 
percentiles percentiles perce~1tiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
oases·· rank .~ eases rGl.nk 7' cases rank 1& cases ranl): ~ cases ranlt ~ eases ra~ 
32 3 24.0 45 2 22~9 174 1 33.5. 37 l 32.5 32 1 37~2 320 l 30.5 
35 2 26.l 59 l so.o 131.3 25-~2 33 2 29~0 27 2 31.4 28-5 2 27.l 
39 1 29~0 41 3 20;9 137- 2 2c;~4 28 3 24.5 21 3· 24~4 266 3 25:4 
17 4 12;7 35 4 18~0 4G 4 a.9 9 4 8-~'0 5 4 5~9 112' 4 10.7 
ll 5 '7 .2 16 5 8•2 31 5 s.o 7 5 u .• o l 5 i.1 6$ 5 tS.3 
134 19G 519 114 86 104~ 
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·. In Table .XXVI the five reasons for disliking eubj~ots ·. 
are' ·offe:red in their order ·of merit for the entire group of ·· 
. . . 
bo~s. .. Laok of success has. second place with the most in-
. ' 
te~ligent group; however; that reason was tied for first 
pla.oe in the second group and in ·the lowest group;_ in the 
remaining groups 1t:held first place. "I don't.know• was 
in third place in four groups and in eieoond place in one. 
The smallest. per cents giving this lack of a .reason were in~. 
• ' • ' 1 
' 
the two extremes: twelve per cent in the most intelli.gent 
group and fifteen per cent in the least intelligent group~ 
. . ' 
Only one boy in the least intelligen·t group gave a dislike 
for the teacher as the cause for disliking a subject _and in · 
no group did as many as ten per oent use this reason. One · 
_migbt suppose that_ tlle least intelligent boys would.question 
the utility of a subj eot; yet the ·data ahowf; , tha. t no boy in 
· the lowest quartile of intelligence gave tllis reason for 
disliluin1.f a subj eot and only one boy gave 1 t in the highest 
·gr~up. 
Similar data for ·the -girls appear in Table XXVII. Ex~ 
aotly the same order was found here as was found among the 
boys •.. The same 9rder was found in eaob group, _but per oent-
ages var·ied. '"I don't know" was give so muob more often 
among the lowest quartile of intelligence. . Dislike of the 
' ' ' , 
teacher had even a smaller place than did this reason among 
the boys.· Lack of utility as a reason was given by only 
53 
nine. out of a ·total of 527 girls e.nd none of these a.ppeared 
1n ei tber of the two lov1est groups.· 
When the data for boys and· girls are combined 1n '!'able 
XXVIII of .course the same qrder of reasons was found since 
tbe order was the same with the sexes. There was little 
change from this order at any intelligence level. The State-
ment "I don't know·" was used as a reason more and more as 
the intelligence decreased. 
-Apparently seventh grade children are not consciously 
aware of tbe reasons for their attitudes toward school work. 
This is ·true of. children in general and holds for obildren 
of different 1ntell1gence·levels. The children of highest 
intelligence are no better able to report the reasons for 
their attitudes than are the children of lowest intelligence. 
This may be due to faulty technique in securing the informa-
tion. When the child was asked to fill in a blank with a 
reason be often was either not able to analyze his attitude 
or did not take time to do so. Another explanation is that 
sometimes the child may not have considered it advisable to 
give his real reasons. Then there may not be a sufficient 
range in intelligence to cauE?e decided differences to ap-
pear among the five intelligence groups. 
'. I can't,.· 
succeed 
Table XXVI 
The Five Reasons Given Most Frequently 
. . for Mot Liking a Subject, 
According to Intelligence Grouping (Boys) 
90-100 ·75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles . 
eases ran!t 1a cases ranlt fo cases rarik'fo cases rank% cases ran!~~ cases ran~ 
. in it· '28 2 33.8 . 41. 1 •. 5 35.9 131 l . 45.0' 23'1 42.G. 19 1.5 41.3 242 1 41.2 
I don•t 
~like it ·'SS l 43.3 411.5 35.9 '.'58 2 "23 .4 l.2 3 22.2 19 1.5 41.3 175 2-30.0 
.! don't 
know 10 3 12.0 19. 3' 16.8 . 62 3 21.3' 14 2 25.9 7 3 15.2 112 3 l9i.O. 
I don•t 
like the 
.. teacher 8 4 '.9.7 8 4 .. 7.0 23 4 7.9 5 4 9.q l 4 2.2 45 4 7.6 
It is not 
useful l 5 1.2 5 5 4.4 7 5 2.4 0 5 0 0 5 0 13 5 2.2 
Total 83 114 261 54 4G' 588 
Table XXVII. 
The Five Reasons Given most frequently 
for not Liking a Subject, 
According to Intelligence Gnouping (Girls) 
. I 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles 
eases ranl~ 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles . 
cases rank ~ cases rank % eases rank 1' eases ranl~ $ cases w.nk % 
I can' t sue- · · 
ceed in it 24 l 38.7 48 l 43.3 99 l 39.G 
I don•t 






It is not 
useful 
Total 
11 3 17.8 
4 4 6.4 
l 5 l.G 
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lG 3 14.4 
5 4 4.5 
2 5 l.8 
111 
88 2 35.2 
42 3 lG.8 
15 4 6.0 
G 5 2.4 
250 
23 l 37.7 
15 3 24.G 
19 2 31.l 
4 4 6.G 
0 5 0 
Gl. 
14 l 32.G. 208 l 39.5 
13 2.5 30.2 178 2 83.7 
13 2.5 30.2 101 3 19.2 
3 4 7.0 







llie Five Reasons Given Most Frequently 
tor not Liking a Subject; 
According to Intelligence Grouping (All pupils) . . . ,_. ' 
' . ' 99-100. · 75-89 25-74 . 10-24 o-9 Total. 
· .. percentiles percentiles perce~tile.s percentiles percenti.les percent.iles 
· ca~es rank fa ~e.s~s ran!t ~ eases raz:iic % cases · ra~ % cases rank % cases ranls(i 
I can•·t 
succeed in 




58 l 39.9 
know 21 3 14.3 
I don•tlike 
the teacherl2 4 8.2 
It is;not 
useful 2 5 1.3 
Total '1 146 
87 l 39.0 230 l 42.5 
81 2 36.l 15(j· 229.0 
36 3 lG.O 103 3 19.0 
13 4 5.8 38 4 7.0 
- .7 5 3.l 13 5 2.4 
224 540 
46 l 40.0 34 1.57.8 450 l '40.4.' 
2? 3 25.5 32 2 35.6 354.2: 31.7 
33 2 28.7 20 3 22.2 213 3 19.l 
9 4 7.8 ·4 4 4.4 76 4 G.9 
0 5 0 0 0 0 . 22 5 1.9 
115 90 1115 
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Table XXI~. presents a comparison between the teaoherst 
ma.rks ~or boys• .best-liked subjects and their average grades 
.arranged. according to intelligence·grouping. Each intelli-
. gence group ·presented a majority of oas~s v1bere the grade· in· 
the beet-liked subject was a.bove the average grade• Tbe 
percentage constantly grew larger in ea.ch· group from the most 
intelligent to the least intelligent. The per cents ranged 
from 53•5 to 66.8. 
·When one adds to the above percentages ttle per cents 
' . . 
receiving grades in their best-liked subjects that were the 
same as their a.verage grades he finds the range.to be from 
79.1 per cent to 86.9 per oent. The larger per cents are 
found among boys of ~ower intelligence. The writer assumes 
that liking a subjeo~ is a greater spur to a boy of low in-
telligence than to one of .greater intellect. 
Table XXX presents similar data for girls. . Here also 
over 50 per cent of the ·oases in each intelligence group had 
grades in their best-like subjects that were above their 
average grades. The range was from 50.9 per cent to 68.3 
per cent but was nQt regular in increase from one group to 
the next. The higher_peroentages were found in the more 
intelligent groups. About one-fifth of the girls had grades 
·in their best•liked· subjects that were the same as their 
average grades• . The per c'ent of grades that were .average 
or better than average are as follo·ws, in order from the 
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most intelligent group of girls to the least intelligent 
. group: 85.5, .B?.O, 83.3, 71.2, 87.0. 'l'he writer cannot 
account for the lower percentage for the fourth group. 
There is little qifference among the other groups and 
speculation only'is warranted. 
Table XXXI presents data on the subject as do Tables 
XXIX an.d Table XX, but presents .them for boys and girls 
together. Results are of course. similar, except that dif-
ferences between ~be boys and girls tend to balance one-
anotber; therefore, the range is smaller in percentages a-
mong the groups. 
Table XXIX 
A Comparison of tho Teacher• s 1\:Iarks · 
Received by Pupils in Their Best Lil:ed Subjects, :with Thei~ Average Grades 














90-100 75-89 25-74' l0-24 · · 0-9 Total· 
percentilesalereentiles~ercentiles percentiles percentiles· ereentiles. · 
cases rank scases ran1~ ~cases ranlt eases rank c:Gcasea rank .,cases ra.nlc d 
4G l 53.,5 77 l 57.5 192 l Go.a. 37 l GO.? 32 l Go.8 384 1 59.5 
18 3 20.9 23 3 17.l 45 3 14.2 8 3 13.1 a 2.s is.a 102 s 15~9 
22 2'25.6 34 2 25.4 79 2 25.0, 16 2 26.2 8 2.5 lG.G 159 2 24~6 
86 3lG 61 645. 
Table XXX 
. A Comparison o:t' the Teacher's Marks 
Received by Pupils in Their Best Liked Subjects.with Their Average Grades 














99~100 75-29 ·25-74 10-24 0•9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases rank fo cases _ranlc % cases r~nl~ ·($ co.nos rank % C?-pes rank %_pases ran!~· 
·51 l 67.l 84 l .68.3 161 l, 59.9 SO 1. 50.9 29 l GS,O 355 l Gl.O 
11 3 14.5 16 3 13.0 52 3 ' 18.7 17 2 28.8 G 3 13.0 102 3 17.5 
14 2 18.4 23 2 ;18.7 65 2 23.4 12 3 20.3 11 2 24.0 125 2 21.5 
76 123 278 59 46 582 
Table XXXI 
A Comparison of the Teacher's Marks 
Received by Pupils in Their Best Liked Subjects with Their Average Grades 
According to Intelligence Grouping (All Pupils) 
No .•. ot 
times 99-100 75 ... ag 25-74 10-24 o-9 Total 
grade is percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 







97 l 59.9 
29 3 17 .9 
same as ):.· ·,,2.~~ r.:.;; 
as pu-
161 l 62.5 353 l 59.4 67 .l . 55.9 61 l 64.9 '739 l Go.2 
39 3 15.2 97 3 16.3 25 3 20.8 14 3 14.9 204 3 16.G . 
pil• s 
average 36 2 22.2 57 2 22.2 144 2 24.3 28 2 23.3 19 2 20.2 284 2 23,2 
Total 162 257 594 lSO 94 1227 
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One would expect a pupil to receive lower grades in 
his· least-lik~d subject than bis average grade. Data are 
given separately for tbe five intelligence groups. 
Table XXXIl presents data for boys and Table XXXIII . · 
for girls. A majority of all cases in each· group received 
for their least-liked subject a grade that was below their 
average grade. The percentage either remained constant or 
. ' ,,·· 
increased from the most intelligent group to the least 111-
telligent group. In no case was there a decrease. This 
was true both for boys and for girls. The range of ·per cents 
was from 63.0 to 84 for girls and from 61.9 to 72.7 for boys. "· 
With ea.ch sex a small pe~oenta.ge·received grades above their 
averages in their least-liked subjeote. With the least in-
telligent groups the percentage was indeed small. It was only . 
two per cent for the least· intelligent group of girls and 4.6 
per cent for the corresponding group of boys. 
One may assume that as intelligence decreases the indivi-
dual lacks progressively the driving power to do average or 
better work in his least""'.'liked subject. This is true fo.r both 
sexes. 
Table XXXIV offers data for the entire group. Since the 
two preceding tables showed that tbe boys and girls were so 
much a.like, the combination of their data revealed few changes ... 
Table XXXII 
A Comparison of the Teacher's Marks 















According to Intelligence Grouping· (Boys)·. · 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10•24 · 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
eases rank fo ease.a· ranl~ % eases rank %. cases ra11!t ~ cas,es· rank 1t cases ranlY' 
13 3 15.5 16 3 13.3 41 3 13.8 2 3 3.4 2 3 4.G 74 3 12.2 
52 l Gl.9 77 l 64. ]~ 191 l 5'4.1 40 l 67.8 32 l 72.7 392 l 64.8 
19 2 22.G 27 2 22.5 66 2 22.1 17 2 28.8 10 2 22.7 139 2 23~0-
84 120 298 59 44 G05· 
Table XXXIII 
A Comparison of the Teacher's Marks 
Received by Pupils in Their Least Liked Subjects with their Average .Grades 















90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percen·tiles percentiles )percentiles..., percentiles 
cr-isoo r'.:tl:"'\1,. d C'"·nc~ r 0 nl,. d cc.ses ran!·: <!1.t.·' C~SCS rc.1;_1-= 4,. ce .. ses· rank ',-:. C2.SCS rartl~' -· .,,,,,.,....; ~ ....... '"' ,.., ~ ..., '-- ....... '" ., _... -" All".-
11 3 16.0 22 3 17.3 21 3 8.1 5 3 8.S l 3 :,2.0 GO S 10.7 
.44 l 63.7 80 l' 63.0 . 181 l 70.5 42 l 70.0 42 l 84.0 389 l 69.l 
14 2 20.3 25 2 19.7 55 2 21.4 13 2 21.7 114 2·20.2 
69 127 257 60 50 5G3 
Table XiOCIV 
A Comparison of the Teacher's Marks 
Received by Pupils in Their Least Liked Subjects ·with Their Average Grades 














90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 o-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles· percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases ranl<: % cases rank fo cases rank fo cases rank fo cases rank ~ cases r.ank.1 
24 3 15.7 38 3 15~3 · G2 3 ll.2 3 3 3.2 134 3 11.5 
96 l 62.8 157 l 63.6 372 l 67.0 82 1 68.9 74 l 78.7 781 1 66.9 
33 2 21.5 52 2 21.l 121 2 21.8 30 2 25.2 17 2 18.l . 253 2 21.6 
153 247 555 119 94 .1168 
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Table XX.XV presents data for boys only, grouped accord-
ing to intelligence. In this table, one finds in each 
group that the best-liked so~id subject was studied the most; 
diff erenoes were. not always marked. In tbe three middle 
groups, very high majorities of from 68.8 per cent up to 80 
per cent studied most their best-liked subject. In some of 
these groups, the number of oases was very small so a slight 
obange greatly aff eoted the ~percentage. 
Table XXXVI is similar to Table XXXV except that it pre-
sents data for girls only. In the most intelligent group, a. 
majority studied their best-liked solid subject less than any 
otper subject·; however in the four other groups, beginning 
with the more intelligent and ending with the least intelli-
gent, the best~liked subject was studied more than any other 
subject. This tendency was in inverse relationship to intel-
ligence. In the least intelligent group 84.6 per cent studied 




Table XXXV ,. 
A Comparison of the Frequency with which the 
Best Lilted Solid Subject is Studied M-OSt or Studied 
~ .. . . 
Least of All the Solid SubJec~s 
Grouped According ·to Intsll~gence {Boys) 
90-100 75-89 25-74 ·10-2~ 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles 
eases ranlc 7' cases mnlt ~ 
percentiles; ;percentiles pef'oentiles . percentiles 
cases rank fo eases rank ~ cases rank ~ eases ran~ 
studied most lG l 57.2 33 1 68.8 81 l 76.4 12 l 54.5 8 1 80.0 150 l 70.l 
studied 
least 12 ·2 52.8 15 2 31.2 25 2 23.G 10 2 45.5 2 2 20.0 64 2 29.9 
Total 28 48 105 22 lo 214 




.A Comparison of the Frequency with 'which the 
Best Liked Solid Subject is Studied Most or Studied Least 
of All the Solid Subjects 
Grouped According to Intelligence (Girls) 
90-lOO 75-89 · 25-74 10-24 ·o-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles· percentiles· percentiles· percentiles ·percentiles 
cases ran.~ ~ cases ·rank ~ eases ranlt ~ eases ranlt 1o eases rank $ cases ranl~ 
Studied most 14 2 45.2 29 l 54.7 77 .l 71.3 19 l 7G.O 11 l 84.G 150 l 65.2 
' . . 
Studied. 
· least 17 l 54.8 24 2 45.3 31 2 28.7 5 2 24.0 2 2 15.4 80 2 34B 
Total 31 53 108 25 13 230 
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Table XXXVII combines the data of Tables XXV and XXXVI, 
and shows that in each group liking for a solid subject tro.s 
intimately associated with the amount of study. There was a 
tendency for the dull.children to study more frequently than 
the bright ones, the best-lilced subjects. Apparently the dull 
child finds it more difficult to be driven to the unp1easent 
task •. 
Unfortunately the children were not aslted to differentiate 
betvJeen solid and non-solid subjects (as to liking). As a re-
sult, 111 a majority of cases, the best-liked subject was not 
. a solid subject. · (Gym1w.sium, which is a non-solid subject, 
was a. great favorite both with boys a11d with girls.) Since non-
solid subjects are not studied ou·tside of the classroom, only 
the cases, where ti1e. best, lilted subject was one of the three 
solid subjects, are considered in this portion of' the study. 
Therefore, the number of' cases is comparatively low and per-
centages may be unreliable because of the small number of 
cases. 
Nevertheless, the tendencies revealed in this section 
are consistent with findings mported previously. There ap-
pears. to be.a te~dency for dull children to turn their atten-
tion primarily to school worlc for which they have a distinct 
. lilting. 'll-iis, however 1 is not the case \7ith the bright chil-
dren, who devote generous amounts of their time to· subject 
matter for which they have little interest or lilting. 
Table XXXVII 
A Comparison of the Frequency with vn1ich the 
Best Liked Solid Subject is Studied Most or Studied Least 
Of. All the Solid SubJects. 
Grouped· According.to Intelligence (All pupils) 
90•100 75-89 25-74 10-24 o-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles ·percentiles percentiles percentiles 




studied most 30 l· 50.8 62 l 61.4 158 1 73.~ 31 ·l G5.9 19 l 82.6 300 1 G7.4 
studied 
least 29 2 49.2 39 2 38.6 56. 2 2G.2 is· 2 34.l 4 2 17.4 144 2 32.6 
.Total 59 101 214 4:7 23 444 
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In Tables XXXVIII, XXXIX, and XL, the data show the 
frequency with which the least-lilced solid subject is ·studied 
most or least. 
Table XXXVIII deals Yli th boys and in each intelligence 
group, a ~ajority study least their least preferred solid 
. . 
subject; the percentages ranging from 54.l to 70.0. The 
54.l per cent be~ongs to. th~ most intelligent group; how-
ever the next smallest 'per cent, 58.3, belongs to the dul-
lest group,: while the 70. per cent belongs to group four. 
Table XXXIX deals with girls only. In the most intel-
ligent group; exactly half of' the girls study most their 
least-liked solid subject and the other half study it the 
least.· In the two lowest groups, 75 per cent of the cases 
study least their least-liked subjects. 
These data indicate that the brighter girls often delib-
erately study hard on a disliked subject, while girls, of 
less mentality do little or nothing with a dislilced ~ubject. 
It appears that high intelligence is a driving force in· 
study. Especially does this condition exist where.interest 
ia not found. 
Table XL ~ombines the data of tllc preceding tables. 
This treatm-0nt brings out the facts previously cited and 











A Comparison of the Frequency with which the 
L.east Liked Solid Subject ~s Studied Most or Studied Least 
of All the Solid Subjects . 
Grouped According to Intelligence (Boys) 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases rank ~ cases ranlc 1o cases rank ~ eases ranlt 7! cases ran.l.t fo cases ranl~ 1o 
17 2 45.9 ·14 2 33.3 56 2 36.G 9 2 30.0 lO 2 41.7 106 2 37.l 
20 1 54.1 28 l 66.7 97 l 63.4 21 l 70.0 14 l 68.3 180 1 S2.9 
37 42 153 30 24 286 
Table XXXIX 
A Comparison of the Frequency with which the 
Least Liked Solid Subject is studied Mo~t or Studied Least 
of All the Solid Subjects 
Grouped.According to Intelligence (Girls) 
90-100 75-89 25-74 10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles . percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 
cases rank ~ cases rank % cases rank % eases rank % cases renk % oases ran.~ 9'. 








ll 1 50.0 20 2 36.3 39 2 35.l 9 2 25.0 5 2 25.0 84 2 34.4 
11 l 50.0 35 l 63.7 72 1 G4.9 27 l 75.0 15 1 .75.0 160 l 65.6 
22 111 20 244 
Table XL 
A.Compar1~on of the ~requency with which the 
Least Lilt.ad Solid Subject is_ s~udied Mo~t or Studied Least 
of All.the Solid Subjects · 
Grouped According to Inte~ligence (All Pupils) 
90-100 75-89 · 25-7 4 · 10-24 0•9 Total· 
percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles 





most 28 2 47.5 34 2 35.0 95 2 35.9 18 2 27.3· 15 2 34.l 190 2,35~9 
studied 
lea.st 31 l . 52.5. 63 l 65.0 169 l 64.l 48 l 62.7 29 l G5.9 340 l 64.l 
Total 59 97 264 66 44 530 
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Tables XLI, XLII, and XLIII deal only with the solid 
·subjects and present, data to show the f.requency with t.rhich 
eE!:ch is the most studied subject. These data are assembled 
by sex, and the pupils are grouped according to intelligence. 
Table XLI c1eals with boys only •. Arithmetic was studied 
most by the four grotlps, ranking lowest in intelligence. Gram-
mar ~1as studied more than any other subject by the most intel-
ligent group. There was great variation in second and third 
places among the groups. 
Table XLII deals \7i th girls only. Certain things stand 
out in this table. By. a considerable margin, history \7as stu-
died most by the girls, who are most intelligent; it is ~n 
third place among the lowest 75 per cent in intelligence. Arith-
metic was in second place with the highest 7ti pEjr cent and in 
first pLbace with the lowest 25 per cent. .Among the girls, the 
the tqndcncy to dislilce history was in inverse relationship to 
to intelligence. :since the girl~, of average and of low intel-
ligence, dislil~ed history so much, they studied it least of all 
their solid subjects. ·The more inte.lligent girls, did not dis-
like history in such large numbers, and probably \r.;ere able, to 
force themselves to study a disliked subject •. 
Table XLIII presents data for all pupils. The· lower three 
intelligence groups presented this order , for the time spent in 
study: arithmetic, grammar, and history. Arithm~tic wa s first 
with the second intelligence group. Grammar held first place 
with the brightest group. In the total column, this order was 
'noted: Arithmetic, 49.5 per cent;. grammar, 32.3 per cent: and 







A Comparison Among the Solid Subjects, 
Showing the ,Frequency vii th which Each is the 
Most· stud;ed Subject, Aecording to 
Intelligence Grouping (Boys) 
90-100 · 75-89 . 25-74 ·10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percentiles percentiles. percentilesj)ercentiles percentiles. 
cases· ran!~ ~ cases ran!c ;G cases ·renk ~ cases ranlt % ·cases rank %cases r anl~ ~ 
31 2 36.0 56 l 42.4 142 1 42.7 29 1 48.3 22-c l 00.7 280 l· 42.l 
37 I. 43.0 37 3 28.0 107 2 32.1 13 3 21.7 19 ·2 35.2 213 2 32.0 
18 3 21.0 39 2 29.G' 84 3 25.2 18 2 30 .• 0 13 3 24.l 172 3 25.9 




A Comparison Among the Solid Subjects, 
Showing the Frequency with which Each is the 
Most Studied Subject, According to 
Intelligence Grouping (Girls) 
. 90-100 75-89 10-24 0-9 percentiles percentiles 
cases rank: fo cases ra.nl'i: ~ 
25-74 
percentiles 
cases rank fa 
percentiles percentiles 
cases rank % cases iank: t 
23 2 30.0 37 2 30.6' 95 2 34.8 33 l 50.7 24 1 .54.5 
. 22 :·.-,3 28.5 31 3 25.6 101 l 37.0 21 2 32.3 14 2 31.8 
Hist . 32 l 41.5 53 l 43.8 77 3 28.2 11 3 17.0 6 3 13.7 




212 l 36.5 .. 
189 2 32.b 







A'.Comparison .Among the Solid Subjects, 
Showing the Frequency.with which Each.is the 
t'Iost Studied Subje~~' According t~ 
Intelligene'e Grouping (All Pupils) 
90•100 
percentiles 
eases ranlt % 
75-89 
percentiles 
cases pan.~ ~ 
25-74 
percentiles 
cases ranl~ fo 
10-24 0-9 Total 
54 2 33.·l 93 l 36.9 237 1 
59 l 3G.2 68 3 28.8 208 2 
50 3 30.7 92 2 36.3 161 3 
39.l 
p~reentiles percentiles percentile 
cases rank ~ cases rank ~ cases rank.% 
62 l 49.G .. 46 ;L '4G.9 492' l 39.5, 
. ' . ' 
34.3 34 2 27.2 33 2 33.7 402 2 32.3 
26.G 29 3 23.2 19' 3 19.3 351 3 28.2 
Tota.1163 253 606 125 98 1245 
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The g3'oup of tables, which follow, deal with the fre-
quency with which each of the solid subjects is ·the least-
studied subject. 
Table XLIV presents data for the boys. ·The '75 per·cent 
of the. bqys, who are highest in intellect, studied history the 
least of all of their.solid subjects. Grammar was the least 
studied subject among the 25 per cent ranlting lowest in intel-
lect. History was the second least studiad subject in the· 
latter group. Grammar was· the second least studied subject 
among tho second and third intelligence groups. Arithmetic was 
in second place in the most intelligent group. 
Table XLV presents similar data for the girls. The girls 
a.re more consistent· in time spent in study than are the poys. 
In every group, history was the least studied subject with sim-
ilar percentages. There was little difference between grammar 
and arithmetic. Grammar was in second place among the lowest 
75 per cent of the girls and in third place among the highest 
25 per cent. 
The data for boys and girls are combined in Table XLVI. 
When these data are studied, one finds that history was studied 
least by the top 75 per cent of the pupils: and was in second 
place among the others. This might have been expected, as 
history is mainly a reading subject and is mastered l1eadily 
, by tlle bright pupils. Brig11t pupil.a appee,.r to be able to meet 







A Comparison Among the Solid Subjects, 
Showing the Frequency with which Each is the 
'Least Studied Subject According to 
., 
Int.ell~genee Grouping (Boys) 
90•100 . 75-89 
percentiles percentiles 
,cases ranlt ~cases ranlt ~ 
45 l ' 52.3 . 46 l 38.7 
19 3 22.3: 39 .2 . $2 .8 
22 2 25.6 34 3 28.5 
25-74 
percentiles 
cases rank fa 
10-24 
percentiles 
cases ranlt " 
127 l 43.8 17 2 32.1 
87 2 . 36'.0 27 l ' 50.0 
·76 3. 26.2 9 3 17.0 
Total 86' 119 290 53 
0-9 Total 
percentiles percentil 
cases r-ank $ cases ra~ 
11 2 31~4 246 1 42~2 
17. l 48 .G 189, 2 32~4 
'/7 3 20.0 148 3 25.4 
.35 583 
Table XLV 
A Comparison Among the Solid Subjects, 
Showing the Frequency with which Eas~·1s the 
Least Studied Subject, According to 
Intelligence Grouping (Girls) 
90-100 75-89 25-74 ·10-24· 0-9 Total· 
Percentiles percentiles percentiles percentiles. percentiles_.Perc~ntiles 
cases rank " cases rank % cases rank fa cases ranlt fo cases rank % cases ran.'l\: ~ 
Hist 26 l 42.7 37 1 36.3 94 l 39.5 20 l 38.4- 14 l 42.4 191 l· 39.3 
' Gram 17 3 27.8 32 3 31.4 79 2 33~2 16 .225 30.8 11 .. 2 33.3 155 2 31.9 
Arith 18 2 29.5 33 2 32.3 GS 3 27.2· 16 2.5 30.8 . 8 3 24.3 140 3 28.8 







A Cqmparison Among the Solid Subjects,-
Showing the Frequency with wh:tch Each is the 
Least Studied Subject, According to 
Intelligence Group~ng (all pupils) 
90-100 75-89. 25•74 .10-24 0-9 Total 
percentiles percen·tiles percentiles .. · percentiles·: percentiles percentiles 
cases ranlt ?~"cases ran.~ 1' cases rank 1' eases rank ~ case~. rank.~ cases ~ank $ 
' ' ' • < • ' ' ' ; ' ' ' ' ' • ' • ' • ' • • • • • • • - ' • ' 
. 71- 1 48.3 83 l 37 ~G 221· 1 41~9 
.. 
37 2 35.2 25 2 36.7 437 l 40.9> 
36 3 24.5 7·1 2 ·32~1 <LG5 2 31-.4 43 1 . 40.9 28 .1 41~2 344 2 32.1 
.40 2 27.2 G7 3 30.3 .141 3 26.7 25 3 23.9 15 3 22.l 288 3· 27.0 
.. 
147 .. 221 528 105 Sa 1069 
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~hr.'lpter IV • 
.§Jwnnary .~.Comments. 
Questionnaires were answered by e.11. junior and senior' 
' ,I . • ', . ' 
high school pupils in Kansas City, tUssouri• From the qtles-
tionnaires,. the cards ·of all seventh grade pupils were se-
lected tor careful study. The answers to the f'ollm1i11g 
questions were tabulated: l. What Stlbject do you· lilce best? 
2. Vlhy? 3. Wha.t subject do you like least? 4. Why? 5. f'Jhat 
solid ·subject do you study most? 6. What solid subject do· 
you study least? Then. from office records, the teachers• 
marlts ·and intelligence ratings of the seventh grade pup1·1s 
were recorded and tabulated. The chiidren were assembled in 
five groups e.ccording to intelligence. · · 
The writer proposed to answer the following questions:· 
1. \7hat·~are "the five subjects liked best by these 
1286' seventh grade ~j'tinior high school pupils, 
and what .are the five most frequently reported 
reasons f'or the pref erenees? 
2. m1at are the five subjects liked 1eo.st by these 
pupils. and what are tho most frequently reported 
reasons for these dislikes? 
3. Do these ·pupils mal:e grr:.des in their best-liked 
·subjects which are superior to or inferior to 
their average grades? 
4. Do these pupils maJ:~e grades in their least-lil~ed 
S"Q.bjects which are superior to or inferior to 
their average grades? 
5. What is the frequency with which these pupils study 
most or study least their best-lilced subject or 
their least-li11'ed subject? 
G. What is the frequency with which each solid subject 
is studied most and studied least? 
7. Vt11a t is the ef'f ect of seJt: upon the above questions? 
8. · ~iJha t. is the ef'f ect of differences in mental o.bili ty 
upon _the forecoing questions? 
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The most popular subject among boys was gymnasium. In 
popularity it was foll.owed by history then shop, next arith-
metic., and finally grammar. At ea.oh of the five levels of 
1ntel11genoe, g,ymna.sium was best-liked by more pupils than was 
any otber type of school work. Hist~ry was the second most 
popular slibjeot. Grammar was seldom well-liked by the boys 
anq. there was scarcely any diff erenoe among the intelligence 
groups in this attitude •. 
Among the boys, it appears that 1ntell1genoe, as measured 
by the National Intelligence Test, has little bearing upon the 
liking for subjects. Shop (which is oft·en thought to be a 
favorite among boys of low intellect) ranked higher Vlith t~e· 
boys of high intellect tban those of low intelligence. It was 
liked better by the highest ten per oent of the boys, than by 
the lowest ten per cent. The top group and the middle group 
liked s:µop equally v1ell. 
In the composite ranking of the girls, grammar was the 
most popular subject, followed by arithmetic, gymnasium, and 
history. This ranking varied from one intelligence group to 
another. Among the ten per cent of highest intelligence~ 
history had second place and ar1tbmet1o was last. With tbe 
lowest ten per cent, in intelligence, gymnasium had first place, 
grammar fell to third, and history was in fifth place. · His-
-j 
tory grew steadily less popular ·as the intelligence diminisbed. 
The data show that among tbe boys. the subjects were un-
popular in this order: grammar, history, arithmetic, art. and 
music. In eaoh intelligence group, grammar was moat un-
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· ·popular,· but by varying .percentages. History and. arithmetic 
were strikingly similar 111. frequency of. tlnpopu1ari ty •. . 
The girls presented this order of. dislilcad subjects: 
history, arit~wetic, grammar,· art, and. music •. The ·most .in-
telligent group diffe~ed considerably front this composite 
order. Among ti1e members of this high. group, .history and 
ari thmetie reversed positions. . History was more and more 
disliked as 'intelligence decreased. .Art and music were not 
the least-lil~ed subjects 6f' any girl in 'the least intelli .... 
gent group~ 
When pupils r.;ere asked to give reasons for 111\:ing a sub-
ject or for dis lilting one, their repli·es co~1id be classified 
into a few groups. TI1e general statement "I likte i1i11 was. 
given by about 50 .Per cent both of boys and· or girls. A 
similar statement "I don•t like itn was given by about one• 
third of the boys and the girls as the reason for not ·111ting 
· a subject. About one-fifth, ,both. of boys and of girls, did. 
not report why they disliked a subject and about one-tenth 
of them did not report why they iu~ed a. ,subject~ One must· ·· 
assume that these ~eventh grade children,.either do not know 
why they lilte or dislike subjects, or that they do not in-
trospec·t in regard to their attitudes.· Possibly in some 
oases, ·the ·children did not believe it t1ise to state their 
real reason, esp~cially if .the reason might involve the 
personality of the teacher. · Teachers distributed the ques-· 
tionnaires. 
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Of course many children did give reasons for their at-
titudes. Arnone the boys, the reasons for lil~ing follow in 
order of merit: It is useful, I can succeed in it, I like 
the teacher. There was little difference among the five 
. intellige11ce groups in the frequencies with which these 
reasons were given. Girls placed success in the subject 
ahead of usefulness, and liking the teacher ahoad of not 
lmowing w)J:y they lilted a subject. No strildng differences 
appeared among the groups assembled according to intelli-
gence. Success in the subject was given by so few.or the 
. lea.st intelligent girls as to place that reason in fourth 
place. One would .have supposed ~hat this reason might have· 
. influenced such girls greatly in their lilting a subject. 
Laclc of success in the subject was the most common rea-
· aon given by the boys f'or not lilt:ing a subject. It ranlted 
· ahead of the statement _n I don• t like 1 tn. This was true of 
each intelligence group, ·sccept the highest one. mt course, 
the hiahest group of boys had 11 ttle difficulty in securing · 
a reasonabl"e mastery of _any subject,. and therefore most 
frequently would give the statement "I don't like.it". One 
'..·might assume that the least intelligent boys would ·question 
the utility of a subject. The data, however, show no boy 
in.either <Jf the lowest .groups gave this reason f'or dislildng 
a .subject. 
The girls followed the same order as did the boys in 
giving reasons for disliking subjects. The same order was 
·found at each intelligence level, but percentages, of' oo·urse, 
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vnri.od. 
hio 'bost-lilrnd oubjoot t,hn.t ue:.o. nbove l1in nvorcige grnd(~ and 
n crr~do ln hia leant-liked subj·oct tl1D.t t10.s llolor1 h:ls n.vor• 
the. girlo and tho 1)o~yn. 'This i.a true ~loo for a.very intol-
liconco {3roup • ll lc.rg0 poroo11tagc .of boyD Of lOt'l intelli-
conco me.do ere.do$ o.l1ovo their r-vorago 1n tl1eir bost*"likod 
. 
cubjocto. encl grc.doo below ·their 2onorc.l nv·orngo in t11eir 
ltKtst-liltad ntfbjocta. Ono oicllt asa"Uno ·t!1nt irrtolligonco 
!.'i.ctod to dri vo tho moro i11tclligont t~ ltorl: at, a diotru:r·hoftil 
task nnd thn t t.he loss intolligon~t: tmrl: 1:>ot~~or · r~nc1 noro sue• 
of cirls, t1ho me.de lot1 grn.dos in thoir t11sliked snJ.;jccta., 
t"t::o found in tho croup of loo.at intolligoncc. uno ·r:o111d hn.vo · 
cu:pectod to find thc .. t thio onmo gi ... oup \:7ould l1ave the highcr;t; 
trubjocts, However tho oost intelligent group hr.id tho highest 
tnl1)jocto. 
One would enticipo ..te. thn:t the baot-likod oubjact wot1ld 
bo trt11diod roost nnd tho lt'.Jc.st-likod s1l'bjoct ttot1ld be st11d1ed 
clens-roon, uoo could be made only of the cmses nhore tho 
bcot-..likcd or tl10 let;,.nt-lil"Zod nubjoct wan one .of tho tbroo 
ooli<1 subjects: history. 5Tnrnmor1. or nr1 tilmotic. 1.11cao 
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throe subjcot,a arc roquirod -of n.ll scvo11th crcd·~) pupils. 
In ouch il.l*iolligcnco croup, o.raonc ·tho boyo, tho boat-lilmCl. 
oolid Stlbjoct tins atud1pd moot. !10onc tho air lo, nll ox-
ce·pt tho t:ioot i.!rtolli.gcnt. girls attldiad moat 011 their bost-
li~od nolid subject. Porho.ps tho intollieoneo of tho arottp 
drove tllcri to uorl~ harder on some oubjcet other thc!.n their 
boot-liked nol1d subject. 
Among both boyo .:~nd nirls, a mnjority or oacll int~olli­
aoneo group studied lac.st their loo.st-li!cod oolid oul.)joct. 
ra th ot'lo excoptiol'1, tho froquoney of study decroaoed . o.s tho 
intolligoncc dcc:ccnscd. Thnt o::ception r.nio in tho loo.at 
intelligon·lJ croup of boyn ·r:horo nloost hn.lf or tho boys 
studied moot on their locist-liI~od solid subject.. Tho pos-
oihla ~tplanution io thnt ·tho oiao of tho lon @ ... oup uo.s 
smo.ll n11d thorcroro not roprcoo:itc;.tivo. o·tiierrliso th.o dnta 
000i1:! to jt.1stify tho aos1.1mption tlln t 'LTight boya e.nd c1rls 
te11d to o·tud;l ii·rtensely end frequently lao.at-likod aubjccts. 
il~t~l !11tcllico11ca c~ppcnrs to force aore otudy uhoro 11'1.tercat 
io i1ot i'oun.d .. 
'n10 1a.nt itom· t:::~l::on up in tho study us..s t,o discover 
. t"J!~ich n.olid subject wao otudiod noot, c~ndy\tih1ch ono tr.:1s stttdied 
loo.at. i\monr:; till pupils, oont tioo nas givor'l. to subjects. in 
t..h.ia oraor: ~v-; ···h,..,c·H c . NyY~r'\,_..,=,~r l;. • .a. 4 t...~.4 ~ tJ - t. ·t.;)!"' ~-•...u..~- t und history. Th.is tms ·truo 
bot;h G.t10n3 coys nnd anong Cir ls• S?-1aht diff Cl*Ol1COr' ~~;nppeered 
in tho several eroupo ~socoblc"i accordinr; to intolli3cnoe:. 
• ' ' I e ' ' ' 
Gr~tlr;lar* tzc:o stuclied oost by boys ·of highest intol110011ce. 
history i1s.o otutlict1 ooct often by tl10 most 
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i11toll!gont;, grnnnnr by tho middlo group, and arit.Jim-otic 
by U10 lm::cst group. 
Over hnlt of the boys, in tlle highest gr.oup, attuli.ed 
hiotory tho least, and history wns also tl10 lonst-atudied. 
oubjcct of tho boys in tho seco11d a.nd third aro11ps. · ABann 
tho t\10 lor;ost arm.1ps. grarnmr was studied 1-oa.ot. Uio·tory 
wao loo.a t-ntudicd among o.1.l f;.l"Otl:ps of g!rln. Tl.10 entire 
group of boyo ollot1od this order nrJonrg the solid subjacto: 
llis tory, crcmm!:!.r, nnd nri thmatie. The girla e11m1od the .snruo 
ordar as did tho llO;lu1 and ti10 porcentngos are r:trll:i1't3ly 
similar. 
Ono mtplo.nu t101i. is tllc~t li tt.le wrltte:.'1; t'lorlt is· required 
in tho propo.ra.tion of history .lclsoono. and more is roqu1rcd 
L"'l. cre.r:unar t ... and much more .in ari t1ll'llet1e. . tl!my pupils do 
only tho oinintUm a.Doi.mt of uorl: to pas~r, and. thcref oro ona 
nould o.:cpect the above resulta. 
Commontn • 
•••• ... --ll• .1111 
rllieso comt'lonta cpply only to soventh gre~do junior l1igl1 
ocho.ol pupils of Ka.nso.-s City 1 : Iliosouri • 
Groat difforcnccn appear bot~1aen tlie se~'en in tho lilting 
for aubjectn .al'.d in the dislikil'lg, for subjects. 'lllare is 
little diffcronce aoong the boys e.t different 1ntoll1go11ee 
'iovola · in tho. prof erenco ror· oubjocts or ·in t11a dislilto for 
tllem. 'TI1ore is slightly moro difference among girls or dif-
foront. menta.l obilitioo tlmn ~ .. mor43 tho boyo. 
Seventh arude ).J'UJ)ilo either do _not lmorJ in raony ,ee.ocs 
ohy tlioy liit:o or dia1Uro subjocta, or do not introspect ouf-, 
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ficiently in regard to their attitudes to give reliable reasons. 
Best-lilted. subjects are studied most and least-lilted sub-
jects are studied least both by boys and by girls. Among both 
boys and girls, this tendency increased as intellieence d.acreased. 
These pupils tended to receive grades in their best-liked 
subjects which were above their average grades, and to receive 
grades in their least-lilced subjects which were below their 
average grades. This tendency, with each sex, increased as 
mental·e.bility decreased. 
In the introduction to this thesis, Gates, Thorndike; 
Dewey, and others were quoted concerning ·the above facts. Gates; 
following Thorndike, states that the individual .. tends to re• 
peat and learn quickly those reactions which are accompanied 
or followed by a. satisfying state of affairs. Tlle individual 
tends not to repeat or learn quickly those reactions which are 
accompanied or followed by an annoying state of affairs. Thorn-
dilte states that interest and ability are bound closely toge-
ther. Dewey says that the principle of interest is the prin-
ciple of recognizing the identity of the fact to be learned 
with the.growing self. When this condition of identification 
is secured, we do not need to appeal to the will nor to· occupy 
ourselves with malting things interesting. 
While the liking for a subject or the dislilce for one af-
ects greatly the amount of study which the pupil exhibits, 
another factor .enters into the amount o·f study. This is the 
amount of definite preparation that is demanded by the teacher. 
In general these data support the theories set forth by 
'91' 
Dewey, Kilpatriclt, and Thorndike •. · . Interest and. its. corollary, 
''' " ' ' 
liking for a. subj.act, appear to add apprecia.b.ly :to efficiency 
. in school. worlc. La.clt of interest and oonsequeI'ltly dislilce 
for subjects .. deer·ease ef'ficienC?Y o.f pupils in school endeavor• 
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